PRODUCT OVERVIEW
MANAGE WAREHOUSE INVENTORY
LOCATIONS IN SAGE 100
When managing inventory, knowing where items are located is
as important as knowing how many items are in inventory.
Inventory levels drive the ability to service customers in a timely
manner, as well as provide the data imperative to manage
appropriate quantities in the warehouse.
The Multi-Bin Management solution provides advanced
features for warehouse inventory management in Sage 100.
Sage 100 currently allows for readily accessible inventory
quantities, but with the addition of Multi-Bin Management,
users can now find out where items are located in the
warehouse.
The Multi-Bin Management solution is designed exclusively
for Sage 100. It’s an easy to use and easy to install location
management solutions. Providing Sage 100 users detailed
information on where items are located in the warehouse is
paramount to managing inventory effectively.

KEY FEATURES:
Smart bin location numbers
Enable Multi-Bin by Product Line, Company, Warehouse, or Item Code
Manual, auto, or ScanForce allocation of items to bins
Set allocation options based on data entry type
View inventory and allocations by both item and bin
Quick bin transfer and bin replenishment
Maintain lot/serial expiration dates
Advanced picking sheets and physical counts
Detailed history and reporting
To fully realize the most efficient methods for inventory control and
automation, it is crucial to have an in-depth view of inventory that a multiplelocation management solution brings. Viewing items simply by warehouse is
a thing of the past. Viewing items summarized by Warehouse Code combined
with the detail of multiple locations within the warehouse is cutting edge. Use
your Sage 100 system to the fullest extent!

POWERED BY SCANFORCE BARCODING SOLUTION
The Multi-Bin Management solution works seamlessly with the
ScanForce Warehouse Management solution. For more information on
ScanForce WMS, visit www.scanforce.com.
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